
INTERNATIONAL LITERACY DAY 2021 

The theme of International Literacy Day 2021 by UNESCO is 'Literacy 
for a human-centered recovery, Narrowing the digital divide.‘ 

 In the past two years, the world has been shaking with the advent of the 
Coronavirus pandemic. The economy, development, and even the 
learning of children have been severely impacted. 





International Literacy Day is an international observance, celebrated 
each year on 8 September, that was declared by UNESCO on 26 
October 1966 at the 14th session of UNESCO's General Conference. 



International Literacy Day 2021: 

We are celebrating International Literacy Day on September 8, 2021. 
The aim of this commemorative day is to raise awareness of the 
importance of literacy and to look towards possible concerns. Literacy is 
a crucial part of a healthy and happy society. A person who knows how 
to read and write can keep up with changing trends, connect with 
people, can have effective conversations, understand global issues, and 
much more.  





International Literacy Day History  
 
In the year 1966, UNESCO proclaimed 8th September as International 
Literacy Day. The idea behind this day was to remind the global 
community of the importance of literacy for individuals, communities, 
and societies. The day also focuses on intensifying the collective efforts 
for making society literate and making people aware of the same.  





International Literacy Day Importance 
 
Being literate and educated is important for an individual and for 
society. Starting with basic literacy is needed to understand things and 
for effective conversations. While we are moving towards the 21st 
century, the world still has a big void created by illiteracy. According to 
reports, around 775 million people lack minimum literacy skills; one in 
five adults is still not literate and two-thirds of them are women; 60.7 
million children are out-of-school and many more attend irregularly or 
drop out. 





Gender bias and literacy 
 Despite tremendous progress over the past 20 years, girls are still more 

likely than boys to never set foot in a classroom. While girls are closing 
the gender gap in out-of-school rates at global level, inequalities persist. 
According to UNESCO estimates, 41 per cent or 25 million of all out-
of-school children of primary school age have never attended school 
and will probably never start if current trends continue. Globally, 263 
million children, adolescents and youth between the ages of 6 and 17 are 
currently out of school, according to a UNESCO statistics. 




